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Abstract

Leadership coaching reflects an evolving dynamic between the client and coach that is qualitatively different from most approaches to leadership development and therefore holds particular challenges for evaluation. Based on reviews of the academic and practitioner literatures, the current paper presents an integrated framework of coaching evaluation that includes formative evaluations of the client, coach, client-coach relationship, and coaching process, as well as summative evaluations based on commonly assessed coaching outcomes. The paper also includes a quantitative synthesis examining evaluation methodologies in 49 leadership coaching studies. The results revealed that self-reported changes in clients’ leadership behaviors are the most frequently assessed coaching outcome, followed by client’s perceptions of the effectiveness of coaching. Recommendations to advance coaching evaluation research include the creation of collaborative partnerships between the evaluation stakeholders (client, coach, client’s organization, and coaching organization) to facilitate the conducting of systematic formative evaluations, the collection of multi-source and multi-level data, and the inclusion of distal outcomes in evaluation plans.
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Leadership coaching has only relatively recently become an accepted mode of positive leadership development (Kampa-Kokesch & Anderson, 2001) with the last decade witnessing an unprecedented growth in coaches, coaching programs, and coaching publications (Bolch, 2001; Brotman, Liberi, & Wasylyshyn, 1998; Douglas & Morely, 2000; Goldsmith & Lyons, 2005; Quick & Macik-Frey, 2004). While leadership coaching programs have grown to meet the increased demand, little or no guidance exists on how to evaluate this unique leadership development practice. With this increased prevalence of leadership coaching in organizations—and the substantial time and costs associated with formal leadership coaching—program evaluation becomes imperative for both assessing the outcomes of the leadership development intervention (i.e., summative evaluation) and also for improving program development and implementation (i.e., formative evaluation) in order to empirically advance coaching practices.

Leadership coaching can be broadly defined in terms of a relationship in which a client engages with a coach in order to facilitate his or her becoming a more effective leader (e.g., Douglas & Morley, 2000; Kilburg, 1996; Peterson & Hicks, 1999; Witherspoon & White, 1997). For our research, we capitalize on the Center for Creative Leadership’s (CCL) definition of a formal one-on-one relationship between a coach and client, in which the client and coach collaborate to assess and understand the client and his or her leadership developmental needs, to challenge current constraints while exploring new possibilities, and to ensure accountability and support for reaching goals and sustaining development (Ting & Hart, 2004, p. 116). In addition to describing the coaching relationship, process, and results, this definition highlights the unique aspects of leadership coaching compared to other leadership development programs or
interventions; namely, a focus upon a dynamic one-on-one relationship between a coach and client.

Leadership coaching is qualitatively different from most approaches to leadership development and therefore holds particular challenges for evaluation. Because coaching is provided in the context of a one-on-one relationship and the coaching process varies greatly from person to person, many of the methods of evaluating traditional training interventions may not be as appropriate. To address the difficulty inherent in coaching evaluation, the goal of the current article is to present a conceptual model of leadership coaching focusing on its unique nature and to present a systematic framework to evaluate it. Researchers and practitioners generally differentiate between two types of evaluation, summative and formative (Brown & Gerhardt, 2002; Patton, 1994). Summative evaluation includes assessing the effectiveness of completed interventions while formative evaluations are process oriented and focuses on identifying areas for program improvement (Beyer, 1995; Bhol, 1990; Patton, 1994). The current paper proposes that evaluating coaching requires an integrated evaluation framework including summative and formative criteria. Additionally, we present a quantitative review of the leadership coaching literature—with an emphasis on how coaching is evaluated, to highlight the current state of evaluation practices. Finally, we make recommendations for researchers and practitioners towards promoting best practices in evaluating leadership coaching.

The unique nature of leadership coaching

Leadership coaching presents a different approach to leadership development than traditional leadership training or education, in four ways: (a) leadership coaching focuses on the needs of the individual client as well as the client’s organization and the unique characteristics each bring, (b) leadership coaching requires unique skills on the part of the coach, (c) leadership
coaching places a premium on the client-coach relationship, and (d) leadership coaching demands process flexibility to achieve desired results. These four components of leadership coaching (client, coach, client-coach relationship, and coaching process) provide a foundation for understanding the unique nature of leadership coaching, the resulting framework, and implications for its evaluation.

**Client Needs**

In this article we use the term “client” to refer to individuals formally involved in a coaching relationship for the specific purpose of becoming a more effective leader. The unique needs of the client are a function of the needs of both the client and the client’s organization. In addition, clients as well as their organizations vary in their readiness and commitment to leadership coaching, with clients reflecting a range of career stages and spanning the organizational hierarchy.

Clients indicate that they seek the services of leadership coaches for a variety of professional reasons, such as a desire to increase self-awareness, to develop leadership skills, or to gain insights regarding a current or future situation (Blackman, 2006; Schlosser, Steinbrenner, Kumata, & Hunt, 2006). Underlying these stated objectives is a need to focus on and improve leadership competencies, behaviors, attitudes, perspectives, and/or strategies that translate into effective job performance and organizational outcomes. While certain competencies may be more appropriate for development through coaching (e.g., interpersonal skills, communication, self-management, cognitive, and general leadership skills; Judge & Cowell, 1997; Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology, 2008), the variety of competencies that can be developed within and across a coaching program may be quite numerous (see Borman & Brush, 1993 or Fleishman et al., 1991 for a discussion of potential leadership competencies).
Further, while clients seek a professional coach for a myriad of reasons, organizations are interested in coaching initiatives to meet one or more of the following needs: improve leadership skills to ensure that standards are met (e.g., performance management), develop new leadership skills to meet new or changing job requirements (e.g., change management), develop leadership capabilities for future roles (e.g., talent management), develop leadership capabilities to enhance personnel satisfaction and long-term opportunities (e.g., career management), and ensure leadership breadth and depth for building and leading the organization (e.g., organization management; Hall, Otazo, & Hollenbeck, 1999; Peterson & Hicks, 1997; Witherspoon & White, 1997). While the individual and organizational needs are not necessarily incompatible, leadership coaching programs are in the unique position of needing to be responsive to both the individual client and the client’s organization.

In addition, each client brings a unique set of characteristics (e.g., personality, values, beliefs, experiences), including readiness to be coached and commitment to the coaching program. Organizations, too, bring varying levels of readiness and commitment to their employees coaching initiatives with some organizations providing extensive support and participation, such as providing resources, assessment data, and performance opportunities. Even if a coaching program establishes minimum requirements for readiness (e.g., cognitive readiness such as reading or computer skills; developmental readiness, such as self-efficacy or conscientiousness; and change readiness, such as career exploration or feedback seeking; Boyce, Zaccaro, & Zazanis, in press) and commitment (e.g., admitted need, desire to improve performance, willingness to make time and perform work, openness to the experience), the range of attitudes and motivation levels will vary between and within clients and their organizations during the developmental experience.
The unique nature of leadership coaching in meeting the diverse needs of the client is also reflected in the observation that clients engaged in coaching programs may be in different career stages while performing at any level of the organization. With five to seven career, not just job changes expected in a lifetime (Flower, 2002), leaders’ career stages no longer necessarily mirror their organizational responsibilities. Clients participating in leadership coaching bridge organization levels from direct shop floor leaders to strategic corporate executives and as a result present to the coaching relationship a range of cognitive and task complexity performance requirements (Jacobs & Jaques, 1987); meanwhile a distinct but often unparallel set of career stage motivators (Dalton, Thompson, & Price, 1977) intersect with these performance requirements to drive overall professional development.

Coach Characteristics

For the purposes of this article, leadership coaches are considered trained professionals, often credentialed, who have a formal one-on-one relationship with a client for the purpose of improving his or her leadership effectiveness and includes leadership and executive coaches rather than life coaches, personal coaches, career coaches, counselors, or mentors. For a complete discussion of differences between leadership coaching and other developmental relationships, please review Kampa-Kokesh and Anderson (2001) and The Executive Coaching Forum (2004). Leadership coaches require a unique, vast, and adaptive set of skills to effectively meet the diverse and dynamic needs of each individual client and their organization.

While the precise list of coaching competencies or qualifications needed to be an effective coach continues to be an empirical question (e.g., Brotman, Liberi, & Wasylyshyn., 1998; Feldman & Lankau, 2005; Kampa & White, 2002, Poteet & Kudisch, 2006), the practical set of knowledge, skills, and abilities appear to converge on several core competencies (Graham,
Requisite coaching competencies include communication skills, analytical skills, assessment and feedback skills, planning, goal setting, organization skills, creativity and resourcefulness, ability to motivate and encourage, ability to challenge and confront others, results-orientation and accountability, integrity, skills in being empathetic, caring, personable, approachable, flexible, empowering, and trustworthy. In addition coaches should have credibility and expertise through graduate behavioral science training, business awareness, and knowledge of or experience in the client’s industry.

There is no formal accreditation, qualifications, or training currently required to perform as a leadership coach, and so clients or their organizations may prefer internal coaching as a means to regulate and ensure consistency in the coaching program. Internal coaches are also often less expensive, more responsive to the organizations politics and mechanics, and are often better positioned to integrate client development within the organization (Hall et al., 1999: Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology, 2008). But the explicit dual responsibility to the organization and client presents a particular requirement and challenge for the coach to establish and maintain trust, explain and exercise confidentiality, remain neutral and objective, and establish appropriate information, accountability, and role boundaries with the client and the organization.

Client-Coach Relationship

Perhaps the most critical aspect of a coaching program is the unique relationship between the client and coach. Ting and Riddle (2006) suggest that three characteristics (rapport, collaboration, and commitment) are important to this relationship; to these we add trust and confidentiality. These elements are generally not as necessary in traditional leadership
development programs but in combination are vital to coaching success because of the unique client-coach relationship.

Briefly, rapport includes the mutual understanding, agreement, and liking between the client and coach that allows each to appreciate, recognize, and respect each other as individuals. Collaboration is the cooperation that occurs between the client and coach that permits and requires both to contribute in directing the development experience. Commitment reflects the dedication of both the client and coach to perform the work associated with the developmental experience. Trust and confidentiality provides the mutual security needed to manage expectations, establish boundaries, and develop open and honest dialogue between the client and coach. The requirement of involvement by both the coach and client represents a critical aspect of these relationship elements. Even the most skilled coach cannot create an effective coaching relationship on his or her own; clients also have responsibility for the partnership. Relationships with these elements fundamentally create an environment that supports the coaching process.

Coaching Process

Depending on the framework used, the coaching process consists of generally three to seven phases and may include various assessment techniques and instruments (e.g., Hellervik, Hazucha, & Schneider, 1992; Saporito, 1996; The Executive Coaching Forum, 2004; Van Velsor, McCauley, & Moxley, 1998). As previously discussed, our views reflect CCL’s integrated three-part framework of the coaching relationship, the coaching process, and the results. The process includes the core elements of CCL’s leadership development model: assessment, challenge, and support (ACS; Van Velsor et al., 1998). While there are other popular conceptualizations of the coaching process (e.g., Kilburg, 1996; The Executive Coaching Forum, 2004), we chose to align ourselves with CCL’s perspective because of our intimate experience.
with the successful application of the ACS process. However, even within this model, each coaching intervention is unique, varying in both the logistics and the practice of the process. While typical training programs are based on the acquisition of certain learning objectives established by the trainer or instructor, a coaching intervention is guided by the needs, characteristics, and experiences of the client, the needs of the organization, and the knowledge, skills, abilities and perspective of the coach. As a result, there are no two identical coaching experiences; this point, as discussed later, presents unique evaluation challenges.

To highlight the differences between coaching and other leadership development programs consider the logistics of coaching interventions. Coaching relationships typically last between three to eighteen months (Grant & Zackon, 2004; Miller & Hart, 2001) with coaching occurring face-to-face, online, via telephone, text chat, and/or audiovideo conference (Pulley, 2006). Sessions may be scheduled daily, weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, quarterly, or as needed with each session typically lasting 30 to 120 minutes (Gegner, 1997).

Finally, as suggested earlier, the elements of the ACS model are interactive and dynamic with the coach and client determining the appropriate balance of time and effort spent on each aspect. Assessment provides insight on current and future development needs of the client. Challenge creates the disequilibrium or imbalance between current skills and demand to stretch beyond current comfort levels. Support can be manifested by maintaining motivation, accessing resources and strategies, celebrating wins and managing setbacks, and creating a sustainable learning agenda (for a full discussion of the CCL coaching framework, please review Ting and Riddle, 2006). In addition, the coach and client determine from various types of assessments, the most appropriate data to collect, how and from whom (e.g., multi-rater 360-degree feedback surveys, personality inventories, biographical or work histories, interviews, shadowing).
In summary, typical leadership development interventions (e.g., classroom training, assessment centers, experiential courses, executive retreats, and self-help books), present broad concepts or provide generic feedback directed at diverse audiences as determined by the trainer. Coaching, on the other hand, can address a range of very individualized issues from understanding the need for and learning of new skills to application of those skills to a very specific work situation and organizational context. Leadership coaching is a personalized and customized process—developed to meet the unique needs, characteristics, and experiences of each client with particular consideration of the client’s organization. Coaches require a unique set of knowledge, skills, and abilities to effectively meet and adapt to individual clients. The coaching relationship is a unique partnership built on rapport, collaboration, commitment, and trust providing a safe environment to support a tailored coaching process that focuses on performing relevant assessments, appropriately challenging, and supporting leadership development.

**Evaluating leadership coaching**

Evaluation includes the collection of descriptive and judgmental information that is necessary to make decisions related to the utility, value, and modification of training and development activities (Goldstein & Ford, 2002). The number of organizations using coaching to develop leaders is increasing every year (Fillery-Travis & Lane, 2006); however, despite the popularity of leadership programs and the criticality of program evaluation, the dearth of empirical evaluations examining leadership coaching remains a systematic complaint (see Feldman & Lankau, 2005 and Joo, 2005). Indeed, a recent survey found that only one-third of coaching initiatives are evaluated (McDermott, Levenson, & Newton, 2007).
Although organizations likely recognize the value in evaluating coaching, the lack of systematic evaluation may be a result of the nature of leadership coaching. Specifically, the needs of multiple stakeholders, the need for summative evaluation to include proximal and distal outcomes, the need for formative evaluation, and the varied potential data sources and methodologies all add complexity to the evaluation process. As coaching is a one-on-one intervention, each program is unique—focusing on the issues that are most relevant for that specific client and the client’s organization. Further, the more conventional training approach of waiting until the end of coaching to conduct an evaluation fails to reflect the dynamic and organic nature of the coaching intervention which changes over time in response to the client’s successes and setbacks. Identifying appropriate populations to provide evaluation data as well as an effective methodology with limited sample sizes may preclude some traditional evaluation approaches as even within the same organization, clients may not all be working toward the same development goals. Additionally, coaching interventions tend to be longer than traditional organizational training and span across multiple months (Grant & Zackon, 2004; Miller & Hart, 2001) presenting issues with comparison groups. These types of challenges require a more systematic approach to evaluation. The following sections provide an overview of key issues pertinent to leadership coaching evaluation: evaluation stakeholders, summative evaluation framework, formative evaluation framework, and data sources and methodologies.

Evaluation Stakeholders

In planning coaching evaluation efforts, it is important to consider the stakeholders that are likely interested in coaching evaluation efforts: coaches, clients, client organizations, and coaching organizations. Each of these stakeholders is interested in different evaluation outcomes for different reasons. For coaches, information collected from evaluations can provide them with
feedback on improvements to the coaching process or the client-coach relationship, and help them gauge client progress and determine necessary next steps. Additionally, just as instructors include course evaluations in their teaching portfolios, coaches may use their coaching evaluations as part of their coaching portfolio. For clients, evaluation provides support and evidence of their developmental efforts by documenting changes in performance, which is critical for clients’ continued development as they navigate and manage their careers. For client organizations, coaching evaluations provide evidence of the returns they are receiving on their investments in developmental efforts and may play a critical role in the allocation of future funds to leadership development. Additionally, within client organizations, evaluations may serve to inform future leadership coaching initiatives and help set the direction of the organization’s leadership development strategy. For coaching organizations, data collected on clients’ satisfaction or achievements during training may be used as part of marketing efforts to gain additional clients. Coaching organizations may also use feedback on coaches to make decisions related to coach retention and training.

In order to meet the needs of these varied stakeholders, the successful evaluation of leadership coaching requires the selection of appropriate criteria. Just as there is no one universal criterion for evaluating traditional training, there is no uniform criterion for evaluating leadership coaching. As noted by Goldstein and Ford (2002), the most carefully designed evaluation will “stand or fall on the basis of the adequacy of the criteria chosen” (p. 143). To address the unique aspects of leadership coaching, we suggest that evaluation efforts require a two-pronged approach focusing on both outcomes (summative evaluation) to assess coaching’s effectiveness as a development intervention, and processes (formative evaluation) to account for the dynamic and customized nature of coaching.
### Summative Evaluation Framework

Given its widespread use among training practitioners (Goldstein & Ford, 2002), Kirkpatrick’s (1976; 1994) four-level taxonomy provides a useful foundation for identifying relevant leadership coaching evaluation criteria. Accepting criticisms of Kirkpatrick’s model (e.g., Kraiger, Ford, & Salas, 1993), we supplement Kirkpatrick’s framework with Kraiger et al.’s multi-dimensional approach to learning. We find that despite the unique issues related to coaching as an approach to leadership development, a training evaluation framework provides a useful mechanism for outlining relevant outcome criteria. The following paragraphs highlight typical training evaluation criteria and how they can be used to assess leadership coaching as part of a summative evaluation (see Table 1).

**Reactions.** Reactions refer to the subjective evaluations individuals make about their training experiences (Kirkpatrick, 1996). Within the context of leadership coaching, reactions can be used to assess participants’ satisfaction with their coaching experience as well as perceptions of coaching effectiveness. While reactions are not intended to be substitutes for assessments of learning or behavior, they do provide coaches and coaching organizations with valuable information on clients’ perceptions of the coaching relationship and processes. Within a typical training evaluation framework, Kirkpatrick (1994; 1996) suggested asking trainees about different aspects of the training such as the topic, the instructor, and the difficulty. Similarly, other researchers have argued for the measurement of multiple dimensions of reactions (Alliger, Tannenbaum, Bennett, Traver & Shotland, 1997; Morgan & Casper, 2000). More recently, Brown (2005) supported a hierarchical structure of reactions—suggesting that different dimensions of satisfaction are distinct but related.
In the context of leadership coaching, multiple dimensions of reactions can also be used to assess the client’s satisfaction with different components of the coaching intervention (coach, client-coach relationship, and coaching process). Similar to instructor satisfaction in classroom training (e.g., Morgan & Casper, 2000), coach satisfaction refers to the degree to which the client had rapport with the coach, perceived that the coach was knowledgeable in the domain in which he or she was coaching, and perceived that the coach was effective in assisting the client in reaching goals. Given the strong importance of the coaching relationship (Blackman, 2006; Gegner, 1997; Ting & Riddle, 2006), assessing clients’ reactions to the coaching relationship is of particular importance. Sample client-coach relationship reactions items might include the client’s perceptions of rapport with the coach and the degree to which the client felt the coach was motivating. Reactions may also be useful to coaches as feedback on participants’ perceptions of the coaching process and coaching mechanics such as satisfaction with the length of coaching engagement and frequency of coaching meetings. From an organizational perspective, collecting reactions data may also be useful to make decisions about revisions to coaching programs (process and mechanics) and retention of coaches. In addition to providing feedback on various aspects of the coaching engagement, reactions data can also be used to help practitioners market their coaching services (e.g., 95% of clients believe coaching is very effective in improving leadership skills).

Learning. Kirkpatrick’s second level captures what participants have learned from engaging in the coaching process. While traditional training evaluation research tends to define learning outcomes as declarative and procedural knowledge, Kraiger et al. (1993) noted that learning outcomes are multidimensional and learning may be evident from changes in cognitive, affective, or skill capacities. This observation is of particular significance when evaluating
leadership coaching since the goals of coaching efforts often include outcomes such as changes in attitudes that tend to be overlooked by unidimensional conceptualizations of learning. Using the Kraiger et al. classification scheme, we have identified cognitive and affective learning outcomes that are particularly relevant to evaluating leadership coaching.

Cognitive learning includes changes in knowledge, knowledge organization, and cognitive strategies (Kraiger et al., 1993). Within the context of leadership coaching, the two most relevant outcomes are self-awareness and cognitive flexibility. Self-awareness is one of the most frequently cited outcomes of leadership coaching (International Coach Federation, 1998; Schlosser, Steinbrenner, Kumata, Hunt, 2006). Part of the coaching process includes gathering information about the client through a variety of assessments in order to provide the client with feedback and assessments of clients’ strengths and weaknesses (Feldman & Lankau, 2005). Through this feedback process, the client understands (possibly for the first time) the organization’s expectations and role requirements for his or her position and whether or not the client is meeting those expectations. By working through this feedback with the coach, the client can develop an increased sense of self-awareness, which can be evaluated by comparing a client’s self-assessment of strengths and weaknesses at the beginning of the coaching engagement with self-assessments at the end of coaching. Additionally, changes in self-awareness can be assessed by examining changes in agreement between the client’s self-ratings of strengths and weaknesses and ratings of the client’s strengths and weaknesses from others (e.g., subordinates, superiors).

Coaching has also been promoted as an intervention to help grow leaders’ flexibility (Diedrich, 1996). Cognitive flexibility has been identified as critical for executive leaders as they operate across a range of complex situations (Zaccaro, 2001). To succeed under these conditions,
leaders must develop a repertoire of responses to deal with changing circumstances (Zaccaro, 1996), and learning to successfully deal with change is one of the most common focus areas for leadership coaching (Judge & Cowell, 1997). This suggests that one of the key learning outcomes from a coaching engagement would include changes in cognitive flexibility.

Affective learning is defined as changes in attitudes, motivation, and goals that are relevant to coaching objectives (Kraiger et al., 1993). Assessing these components as aspects of learning is consistent with Gagne (1984), who suggested that attitudes are important learning outcomes due to their influence on subsequent behaviors and performance. Within the context of leadership coaching, there are two key affective learning outcomes: self-efficacy and job attitudes. Self-efficacy captures the degree to which clients are confident they can successfully use the knowledge and skills gained through coaching on the job (Kraiger et al., 1993); this outcome has been shown to be a strong predictor of training transfer (Sitzmann, Brown, Casper, Ely, & Zimmerman, 2008). Past research has described leadership coaching as a form of empowerment where the coach works to build the client’s self-efficacy through the setting of achievable performance goals, with the coach providing the client with continual feedback and support (Finn, Mason, & Bradley, 2007; Popper & Lipshitz, 1992). The goals of many coaching engagements are to change leaders’ attitudes and behaviors, thus, clients’ self-efficacy to adopt new attitudes or engage in new behaviors likely influence the success of coaching engagements; accordingly, its assessment should have a prominent role in evaluating such programs. Although not generally the direct goal of leadership coaching efforts, an unintended positive outcome of coaching is changes in clients’ job attitudes. When framed as developmental (i.e., not remedial), leaders whose organizations pay for them to engage in coaching interventions likely perceive
that their organizations value them and are investing in their future. This influences important job attitudes such as organizational commitment and job satisfaction.

**Behavior.** The third level of Kirkpatrick’s taxonomy is behavior, referring to the influence of a training intervention on leadership or job related behaviors. Leadership coaching is by definition about improving leaders’ performance. As such, the degree to which clients change their behaviors after being coached is one of the most important aspects of a summative coaching evaluation. A great deal of research has investigated effective leadership behavior resulting in numerous taxonomies describing leadership behavioral categories (Yukl, 2006). Because disagreement exists as to what exact leadership behavioral categories are most relevant and meaningful (Yukl, Gordon, & Taber, 2002) a sample of such taxonomies is presented. Yukl et al (2002) argued that effective leadership behavior involves task related behavior (efficiency in the use of personnel and resources for task accomplishment), relations behavior (behavior directed to facilitating trust and cooperation in the unit), and change behavior (innovation improvement and adaptation). In an effort to identify managerial performance requirements Borman and Brush (1993) identified four broad categories of behavior including interpersonal dealings and communication, leadership and supervision, technical activities of management, and personal behavior and skills. Fleishman et al. (1991) argued that organizational leadership behaviors can be classified into the four broad dimensions of information search and structuring, information use in problem solving, managing personnel resources, and managing material resources. While disagreement exists between various groupings of behavior, there is also substantial overlap. They primary point here is that such taxonomy or organizational leader competency models should guide this summative evaluation in targeting those behaviors most applicable for the situation. As leadership coaching is tailored to individual clients’ needs, interventions may
address behaviors in any of these dimensions, suggesting that it is important to identify the specific behaviors targeted by the assessment and evaluate clients’ changes in these behaviors after participating in leadership coaching. For example, if a leader entered into a coaching program with the goal of more effectively motivating subordinates (e.g., initiating actions to reward subordinate performance), comparing the leader’s frequency of engaging in these behaviors pre and post coaching would provide evidence for coaching effectiveness.

Collecting behavioral data is of interest to all stakeholders. For clients, evaluating behavioral change provides feedback on the effort put forth throughout the coaching intervention. Coaches may use the behavioral data as feedback on the success of their efforts to help the client and might include the information in their coaching portfolio. Client organizations may examine behavior data as a factor in their decision to allocate money for other leaders to engage in coaching. Coaching organizations might use the behavior data to make decisions of coach retention or to help market their coaching programs.

In discussing the importance (and benefit) of measuring such behavioral change we also recognize the difficulty of measuring such behavioral change. Not only can various behaviors be measured to evaluate change, but such change can be conceptualized in distinctly different ways as well. Golembiewski, Billingsley, and Yeager (1975) distinguished between three types of change: alpha, beta, and gamma. Alpha change involves change or variation on a stable measuring instrument while beta change involves change where the actual levels of the measurement continuum change. Gamma change reflects change that involves a redefinition of the domain of change. Thus over time, actual changes in behavior may become more difficult to conceptualize as the measuring continuum shifts as cultural definitions and experience alter the way in which such change is perceived.
Results. Kirkpatrick’s fourth level, results, refers to the influence of training on organizational objectives. This may include any of a number of variables, depending upon an organization’s objectives such as productivity, revenue, and retention. Assessing results of leadership coaching requires a systems-level perspective—attending not only to the leader’s outcomes, but to the influence of coaching on the organization as a whole. As leadership involves influencing others (Kaiser, Hogan, & Craig, 2008; Zaccaro & Klimoski, 2001), only focusing on these outcomes at the leader level neglects the influence of coaching on leaders’ subordinates, peers, and superiors. This suggests that to truly evaluate leadership coaching results requires the adoption of a multi-level framework. For example, if a leader’s goal in coaching is to engage in more transformational leadership behaviors assessing the leader’s frequency of engaging in these behaviors would provide behavioral evidence for coaching effectiveness. However, it misses the bigger picture on an organizational level. Why was the leader trying to become more transformational? Most likely it was to motivate subordinates through empowerment and intrinsic motivation. Consistent with the taxonomy of leadership criteria proposed by Kaiser et al., (2008), an evaluation of the results of the coaching intervention would require an assessment of subordinate-level processes such as work motivation, job satisfaction, and satisfaction with the leader, as well as assessments of subordinate-level outcomes such as changes in work group productivity or quality of outputs.

As leadership coaching efforts tend to focus on developing leaders in the upper-echelons of organizations (McDermott et al., 2007) when assessing the results of leadership coaching, it is important to consider the nature of executive leadership. Leaders operating in the upper organizational strata are engaged in strategic activities relevant to the larger organizational system (Jacob & Jacques, 1987). Due to the long time span associated with strategic activities,
assessing results requires a long-term perspective and a focus on more distal outcomes. While clients might be engaging in the behaviors relevant to strategic planning and coordinating, the results of these behaviors on relevant organizational performance outcomes might not be recognized for months or even years (e.g., employee retention, customer satisfaction).

*Formative Evaluation Framework*

While assessing the outcomes described above provide researchers and practitioners with information as to whether or not the coaching process worked (i.e., summative evaluation), it provides little prescriptive information for how to improve coaching. For example, a coaching evaluation that reveals only 20% of clients are achieving their learning goals suggests that there is a problem with the coaching intervention, however it does not diagnose the nature of the problem (i.e., client, coach, client-coach relationship, coaching process). Failure to achieve learning goals may occur as a result of a number of factors such as lack of client readiness, lack of coach skills, or ineffective client-coach relationship. However, using only a summative evaluation, it would be very difficult to pinpoint the issue in order to refine and improve the coaching intervention.

Given the unique nature of leadership coaching as a custom development intervention, in addition to summative evaluation, coaching evaluations should also include a formative component. The primary purpose of a formative evaluation is to improve the quality of the training intervention to increase the likelihood that it will achieve the intended objectives (Beyer, 1995). Formative evaluations focus on process criteria (as opposed to outcome criteria) and provide additional information to understand and improve the training intervention (Goldstein & Ford, 2002). The dynamic nature of the coaching process makes formative evaluations particularly useful as they enable coaches to alter the process itself to respond to clients’ needs.
In the context of leadership coaching, a formative evaluation focuses on aspects of the client, coach, client-coach relationship, and coaching process that contribute to the success of the coaching intervention (see Table 2). Each of these will be described in greater detail in the following section.

Client and Coach

Just as needs assessments are conducted before training programs to assess factors such as trainee readiness (Goldstein & Ford, 2002), similarly aspects of the client and coach need to be considered at the beginning of the coaching initiative. Clients may vary in their readiness to engage in coaching, their expectations about the coaching process, and the competencies and skills that they hope to gain from the coaching experience. Considering the client is often engaging in coaching as part of a larger organizational initiative, assessing organizational support and conducting an organizational analysis can help the coach to understand the organizational goals and climate. As these are all important inputs to the coaching process, collecting this information as part of a formative evaluation can provide a coach with pertinent information that guides how the coach will shape the coaching experience for that client. In addition to analyzing what the client is bringing to the coaching program, it is also relevant to consider factors about the coach that may influence the success of the coaching intervention, including requisite coaching competencies (e.g., communication skills, ability to motivate), as well as credibility, expertise in coaching certain skills and knowledge of certain industries.

Client-Coach Relationship

The one-on-one nature of leadership coaching requires that special attention be paid to the client-coach relationship. Perhaps one of the most critical aspects of a coaching program is the unique relationship between the client and coach. Ting and Hart (2004) identified rapport,
collaboration, and commitment as critical components of the client coach relationship. As part of a formative evaluation, periodically assessing these three factors throughout the coaching program can provide the coach with valuable insight as to how the client-coach relationship is progressing and to identify any potential problem areas that might limit the success of the coaching intervention. These areas can be evaluated through assessing the mutual understanding between the client and coach as to the goals of the coaching intervention, measuring the degree of collaboration between the client and coach in formulating development goals, and analyzing the client’s commitment to the development goals through evaluation of effort such as time spent working toward goals (e.g., completing activities recommended by the coach). As noted earlier, to Ting and Hart’s three factors we added trust and confidentiality, which should also be included in the formative assessment. Without trust and confidentiality, the effectiveness of the coaching intervention is likely severely limited due to the lack of open and honest dialogue between the client and coach.

Coaching Process

In adopting the CCL coaching framework (Ting & Hart, 2004), a formative evaluation of the coaching process would examine the assessment, challenge, and support components as they relate to successful coaching outcomes. The needs of each client are unique, and conducting formative assessments of the coaching process can provide the coach with information regarding what aspects of the coaching process are facilitating goal achievement with a specific client and can use that information to guide future sessions with that client. Because coaching is a dynamic process, the results of a formative evaluation of the coaching process can provide guidance as to how to balance the three components and how much emphasis to place on each. In examining the assessment phase of the coaching relationship, the coach might examine the utility of the
assessment tools used and the client’s receptivity to assessment. The challenge phase can be assessed through an examination of the number and quality of learning goals created and the alignment of learning goals with client’s developmental needs. In assessing the support phase, factors that are important to consider include the focus of coaching sessions (i.e., achievements or setbacks), and the amount of resources provided to the client to facilitate goal achievement.

Data Sources and Methodologies

After selecting the appropriate evaluation criteria (based on the needs of the stakeholders; Peterson & Kraiger, 2003), the next challenge in developing an evaluation plan includes the identification of relevant data sources and methodologies for data collection (see Tables 1 and 2). In conducting the summative components of the evaluation, data are collected post-training, generally via interviews and surveys. Although clients’ reactions and the cognitive and affective learning outcomes delineated earlier are generally based on self-report client data, assessing behavior and results requires multi-source data. In measuring changes in clients’ leadership behaviors or client’s progress on coaching goals, input is required from relevant others including the client’s subordinates, peers, and supervisors. As such, 360-degree assessments should be used to assess behavioral change in the competencies that are relevant to the client and the client’s organization. Collecting relevant results data might require access to organizational records for data on retention and succession planning, as well as collecting survey data from clients’ subordinates (e.g., satisfaction). The leadership literature has been criticized for being “leader-centric,” that is focused on the leader (client in this context) as a source of information and performance evaluation (individual leader career success rather than unit performance etc.; Kaiser et al., 2008), such an approach may limit the evaluation of coaching on leadership in terms of the groups for which they are actually responsible (e.g., team or organizational
performance). As such, in assessing results, coaching evaluation plans need to include data to account for the effects of coaching on the performance of the groups and organizations for which those leaders are responsible (Kaiser et al., 2008).

Collecting data for the formative component of the evaluation may include interviews with the client to establish the client’s expectations for the coaching intervention as well as interviews with representatives of the client’s organization to understand relevant organizational variables that might influence the effectiveness of coaching (e.g., organizational support and climate). Evaluating the coach entails collecting relevant information from a coach’s background (e.g., coaching competencies, relevant experience with certain organizations or industries) as well as evaluating the coach’s behaviors throughout the coaching engagement (e.g., interpersonal skills, responsiveness to client’s needs). Finally, evaluating the client-coach relationship and the coaching process may be completed through informal discussions between the client and coach throughout the intervention on issues such as rapport and support, as well as through more formal evaluations of commitment and challenge, which should be documented throughout the coaching process to better understand how these factors influence coaching effectiveness. It is important to note that there is the potential for demand effects in the client’s ratings of the coach and the client-coach relationship—especially as the client-coach bond develops. As such, organizations should look for ways to minimize bias in clients’ ratings, such as using behaviorally anchored rating scales (Smith & Kendall, 1963).

In summary, leadership coaching reflects a unique and dynamic approach to leadership development. As such, we propose that leadership coaching needs to be evaluated through both a traditional summative evaluation focusing on reactions, learning, behavior, and results, as well as through a formative evaluation of the client, coach, client-coach relationship, and coaching
process to guide and refine the coaching intervention based on the needs of individual clients, and, when appropriate, the client’s organization.

**Review of Leadership Coaching Evaluation Practices**

To better understand the current state of the leadership evaluation literature, we conducted a quantitative synthesis of studies evaluating leadership coaching. The goal of this review was to examine how evaluation is being conducted in the leadership coaching literature, with a focus on methodologies, data sources, analysis approaches, and evaluation criteria. Due to the nature of published research on leadership coaching, we were limited in focusing on summative evaluation criteria. The following paragraphs describe our methodology and results.

**Literature Search and Criteria for Inclusion**

Computer-based literature searches of PsycInfo and ProQuest were used to locate studies that evaluated leadership coaching. To be included in the initial review, each abstract had to contain a term relevant to leadership coaching (leadership or executive coaching) and evaluation (evaluation, outcomes, effectiveness, or assessment). Initial database searches resulted in 293 possible studies. As the goal of our review was to examine the evaluation of leadership coaching as a form of leadership development, studies to be included in our analyses had to provide explicit (i.e., empirical) evaluations of leadership coaching. As such, review articles and theoretical papers on leadership coaching were not included. Additionally, to maintain consistency with the definition of leadership coaching as a formal one-on-one collaborative relationship between a coach and client focused on leadership development, studies that examined other types of coaching (e.g., life coaching), group coaching, or leader as coach were excluded. A review of abstracts limited the list to 37 relevant studies.
Additionally, we manually searched reference lists from recent review articles on leadership coaching (Feldman & Lankau, 2005; Fillery-Travis & Lane, 2006; Joo, 2005; Kampa-Kokesch & Anderson, 2001). Through these papers we identified an additional nine studies. Due to the potential prevalence of unpublished research in this area, we also contacted researchers and practitioners via leadership and training listservs. These efforts identified three additional studies. In total, 49 articles were identified for inclusion in the current study.

Overview of the Coding Process

Publication type. Studies were coded as to whether they were published in a peer-reviewed publication, published in a non-peer-reviewed publication, unpublished dissertations, or unpublished conference presentations. Coding on this dimension was mutually exclusive, such that studies fit into only one category.

Evaluation methodologies. Each study was coded as to the methodology used to evaluate leadership coaching. Based on the information available in the studies, methodologies coded included both qualitative (case studies) and quantitative (interviews and surveys). As some studies used more than one methodology, these categories are not mutually exclusive. For example, Bougae (2005) was designed as a qualitative case study of six executives, but also included a post-coaching quantitative survey.

Data source. The source of data was coded as self-report, subordinates, peers, superiors, or coaches. As some studies included multi-source data, all the sources of data within a study were coded. For example, Finn et al., (2007) collected post-training behavioral surveys from participants (self-report), their team members (peers and subordinates), and their superiors.

Data analysis approach. To examine the ways in which data were being used in these studies, we coded the data analysis approach as interpretational analysis (e.g., examining themes
in case studies), descriptive statistics (e.g., frequencies, means), or inferential statistics (e.g.,
correlations, \( t \)-tests). As some studies used more than one data analysis approach, all the analysis
approaches used were coded.

**Experimental design.** To understand the methodological considerations utilized in
evaluating leadership coaching, studies were coded for which experimental controls were present
in their evaluations. Studies were coded as having a pre/post comparison if the participants
completed similar measures before beginning the coaching intervention and again after the
coaching intervention. Studies were coded as using a control group if they compared post-
training variables across a group of participants who received a coaching intervention and a
group of participants who had not received a coaching intervention. As these categories are not
mutually exclusive, all elements of experimental design present were coded. For example,
Smither, London, Flautt, Vargas and Kucine (2003) used a pre/post control group design and
examined multi-source ratings over a one-year period for participants who had received a
leadership coaching intervention and participants who had not received the coaching
intervention.

**Evaluation criteria.** In coding the evaluation criteria assessed in these studies, we started
with traditional training evaluation frameworks (Kirkpatrick, 1976; 1994; Kraiger et al., 1993).
Studies were coded as assessing trainee reactions if they included measures of participants’
satisfaction with the program or perceptions of effectiveness. Using the Kraiger et al., (1993)
multi-dimensional perspective of learning, articles were coded for cognitive and affective
learning outcomes. Studies were coded as assessing cognitive learning if they assessed cognitive
flexibility or self-awareness. Studies were coded as assessing affective learning if they included
measures of self-efficacy or job satisfaction. Studies were coded as assessing behavior if they
included measures of assessment toward goal progress or measures of engagement in key behaviors. Studies were coded as evaluating results if they assessed the return on investment (ROI) of the coaching intervention or variables that should influence organizational functioning such as retention. As many studies included multiple evaluation criteria, all the criteria in a study were coded.

_Coder agreement._ All articles were coded independently by two raters. Interrater agreement (Cohen’s kappa) for each category was good to excellent (Landis & Koch, 1977). Kappas ranged from .61 (self-awareness) to 1.00 (publication type). All discrepancies were discussed until a consensus was reached.

**Summary of Findings**

Forty-nine studies were identified as evaluating leadership coaching. These studies included 20 peer-reviewed studies, 6 non peer-reviewed studies, 22 dissertations, and 1 conference presentation (see Table 3). Sample sizes of the studies included ranged from 1 (Hopf, 2005; Orenstein, 2006) to 404 (Smither et al., 2003) with an average sample size of 52. However, sample sizes tended to vary across publication type. The average study size was 83 for peer-reviewed studies, 36 for non-peer reviewed studies, and 31 for dissertations.

As shown in Table 4, the majority of studies collected data using a survey methodology (67%), with 49% of studies including interviews and 14% using a case study approach. Almost every study included self-report data from clients (98%), with fewer studies reporting data from clients’ subordinates (20%), peers (16%), superiors (24%), or coaches (12%). The majority of studies (69%) presented data using descriptive statistics such as frequencies and means, while fewer studies used interpretational analyses (47%) or inferential statistics (33%). With regards to experimental design, 29% of studies used a pre/post design, while 14% utilized a control
comparison group. Of those studies that used an experimental design ($N=16$), 81% of them used inferential statistics.

Table 5 outlines the frequency with which different evaluation criteria are assessed in leadership coaching studies. Across studies, there was great variability in the criteria assessed. The most frequently assessed was clients’ engagement in key behaviors relevant to the coaching intervention (86%). The next most frequently assessed criterion was perceptions of coaching effectiveness (49%). Of the cognitive and affective learning outcomes, self-awareness and self-efficacy were the most commonly criteria assessed (both at 22%), with cognitive flexibility and job satisfaction being assessed rather infrequently (6%, and 10%, respectively). Results level outcomes were also assessed rather infrequently with retention examined in 4% of studies and ROI in 10% of studies.

Five studies (2 peer-reviewed and 3 non peer-reviewed) reported assessing the ROI of coaching engagements. However, in calculating ROI, these studies tended to rely on clients’ estimates of the organizational value of coaching outcomes. For example, McGovern et al. (2001) asked participants to estimate the financial return on their coaching experience and to provide a confidence level for that estimate. Participants’ estimates were then revised down based on their confidence level, and ROI was calculated by subtracting the program cost from the revised financial return and dividing by the program cost.

**Discussion**

The goal of the current paper was to present an integrated framework for evaluating leadership coaching and to provide an overview of the frequency with which different outcomes are assessed in the leadership coaching literature. We propose that as a leadership development approach, coaching is somewhat unique. Not only is coaching a customized intervention, but it is
also organic—adapting in response to a client’s changing needs. Just as with other training evaluations, a summative component is needed to document the effectiveness of coaching engagements. The adoption of a common framework for evaluating training outcomes provides a foundation for future research to examine the influence of predictors of training outcomes. However, the organic nature of the coaching intervention also requires systematic and ongoing formative evaluations of the client, coach, client-coach relationship, and coaching process to assess the degree to which the coaching intervention is on-target to achieving the desired outcomes. Although it is largely impossible to alter a traditional classroom based training mid-intervention (even if feedback was obtained mid-intervention), coaching is expected to be dynamic in meeting client and organizational needs. Without conducting a formative evaluation, coaches may not be harnessing the full potential of this unique developmental intervention. Only through the integration of these two components of evaluation will researchers and practitioners be able to better understand the factors that contribute to effective coaching interventions.

The State of the Coaching Evaluation Literature

In light of past coaching review articles which have generally presented a negative view of the state of coaching evaluation (Feldman & Lankau, 2005; Joo, 2005), our review suggests researchers and practitioners alike have made greater efforts to conduct and report the findings of summative evaluations of leadership coaching, with self-report of changes in clients’ leadership behaviors as the most frequently assessed outcome. This is a promising trend in this research. Although this finding is encouraging to researchers and practitioners, our examination found that the majority of studies were limited in their methodology and analyses—tending to rely on post-coaching surveys and presenting descriptive statistics of findings. While these types of studies are informative, they provide little direction for advancing the field. Future evaluation studies
need to examine changes in outcomes (e.g., pre to post performance), as well as the effects of
different aspects of coaching (i.e., client, coach, client-coach relationship, and coaching
processes) on coaching outcomes. This will be particularly valuable in understanding the relative
contribution of specific elements of the coaching process to overall effectiveness.

Our review also suggested three main areas that reflect important implications for the
advancement of future research on leadership coaching—collection of multi-source data,
consideration of multi-level effects, and formative evaluations of the client, coach, client-coach
relationship, and coaching process. Although 24% of studies in our review included multi-source
data, the reliance of the majority of studies on client self-report data reflects a major limitation of
the coaching evaluation literature. Leadership coaching is a very personal process—making the
client a natural source of information. However, past research suggests that individuals tend to
inflate self-assessments of their performance (Kruger & Dunning, 1999). Additionally, meta-
analyses investigating the validity of self-assessments have shown self-assessments to be only
moderately correlated with other measures of knowledge and performance (Ely & Sitzmann,
2007; Mabe & West, 1982). This suggests that assessments of leadership behavior and
performance should also be collected from relevant others in positions to evaluate the client’s
behavior and performance (e.g., the client’s subordinates).

Despite the fact that the core of organizational leadership entails social influence, few
studies examined criteria beyond the leader themselves—and those that did tended to rely on the
clients’ perceptions of changes in subordinates attitudes and behaviors rather than direct reports
from subordinates themselves. For example, Parker-Wilkins (2007) found that 54% of leaders
cited subordinate satisfaction as being impacted by changes in the leader behaviors that resulted
from coaching; however, subordinate satisfaction was not directly assessed in the study. Future
evaluation efforts need to incorporate a multi-level perspective of outcomes from leadership coaching that includes trickle-down effects of changes in a client’s leadership behaviors on subordinates’ job attitudes, performance, and retention.

The nature of published research on evaluating leadership coaching precluded a review on formative evaluations. While it is likely that coaches collect ad hoc feedback throughout the coaching engagement, there is no evidence in the literature of systematic formative evaluations of the client, coach, client-coach relationship, and coaching process. Unlike other leadership development initiatives, the success of coaching efforts are directly influenced by the actors involved (the client and the coach) and their interactions (relationship and process). As such, these factors need to be assessed through the coaching process as part of the formative component of coaching evaluations. In doing so, the true power of this unique leadership intervention may be better harnessed. There is likely to be a great deal of fruitful research in this area of interest to researchers and practitioners alike. Questions to be addressed include what elements are most beneficial to include in these formative evaluations, and the way in which formative evaluations may impact summative evaluations.

Recommendations for Researchers and Practitioners

In describing the unique nature of leadership coaching and reviewing the state of the coaching evaluation literature, it appears that although there is general agreement on the importance of evaluation, there is no generally prescribed framework. We have described how traditional training evaluation taxonomies (e.g., Kirkpatrick, 1976; 1994; Kraiger et al., 1993) can be adapted to accommodate relevant outcome criteria for leadership coaching. However, this summative component of the evaluation does not provide a holistic view of the coaching engagement. Leadership coaching reflects an evolving dynamic between the client and coach
that needs to be evaluated throughout the coaching engagement. As such we recommend that researchers and practitioners systematically examine the client, coach, client-coach relationship, and coaching process as part of the formative component of coaching evaluation.

Additionally, based on our review of summative coaching evaluations, the following three recommendations emerged. First, evaluation efforts should collect multi-source data. Particularly in regards to assessing changes in clients’ behavior, assessing client performance using multi-source data (e.g., subordinates, peers, and superiors) will help to bring added validity to the coaching evaluation literature, especially measures of ROI. Second, the nature of leadership as social influence calls for a multi-level perspective of coaching outcomes that include changes in the attitudes, performance, and retention of both the client and the client’s subordinates. Third, evaluation plans should include distal outcomes. Some of the most valuable outcomes to the organization (e.g., leadership retention, adequate pipeline to fill senior positions) may not be observable until months or years after the coaching intervention has ended.

Acting on these recommendations requires long-term partnerships and collaboration between the different stakeholders of the evaluation. Coaches and coaching organizations have the relevant expertise to decide the appropriate behavioral and results measures based on the goals of the coaching engagement and the competencies that were developed. Clients are the most qualified to identify relevant others (e.g., subordinates) that should be included in the evaluation process, while buy-in from the client organization is critical for securing access to the relevant others identified by the coach, as well as to the organizational records required to track more distal outcomes related to retention and succession planning. As such, we recommend that the evaluation stakeholders work together at the beginning of a leadership coaching intervention in order to collaboratively develop a long-term strategic evaluation plan that is designed to meet
the needs of different stakeholders.

**Summary, Limitations, and Conclusion**

While leadership coaching is qualitatively different from traditional approaches to training, the principles of training evaluation can be used to inform the evaluation of leadership coaching. The current review allows us to comment on the general state of the research on evaluating leadership coaching and general directions for future evaluation efforts. Our review is not without its limitations. While many of the articles we reviewed were written by practicing coaches, we recognize that our search for research on coaching evaluation may have missed a segment of coaching practitioners who are conducting formative and summative evaluations of their coaching engagements without necessarily writing up their findings. This is an important point as the future direction of leadership coaching depends on the successful collaboration of research and practice.

Identifying a framework of criteria to evaluate leadership coaching lays a foundation for future research efforts to better understand predictors of coaching effectiveness such as coach characteristics, client characteristics, the nature of the client-coach relationship, and coaching process variables. It is likely that these variables may differentially influence different evaluation criteria. For example, while the degree of collaboration on development goals may influence clients’ satisfaction with coaching, the type and frequency of feedback from the coach may influence clients’ self-efficacy. Through the identification of a general framework of leadership coaching criteria that examines both formative and summative criteria, we hope that researchers and practitioners will begin more systematic evaluations of the factors that influence coaching effectiveness.
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# Table 1

**Summative Evaluation Framework**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus of Assessment</th>
<th>Relevant Data Sources &amp; Methodologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reactions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Client’s perception of coaching effectiveness</td>
<td>• Self-report satisfaction (client)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Client’s perception of coach (e.g., competence)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Client’s satisfaction with coach-client relationship (e.g., trust)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Client’s satisfaction with the coaching process (e.g., frequency of meetings)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Self-awareness</td>
<td>• Pre and post self-assessments (client)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cognitive flexibility</td>
<td>• Self-report (client)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Self-efficacy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Job attitudes (e.g., job satisfaction, organizational commitment)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Change in client’s leadership behaviors (e.g., managing personnel resources)</td>
<td>• Pre and post 360 appraisals of leadership behaviors (client, subordinates, and superior)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Client’s achievement of coaching goals</td>
<td>• Ratings of goal achievement (self and relevant other)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increased retention (clients and clients’ subordinates)</td>
<td>• Organizational records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Adequate pipeline to fill senior leadership positions</td>
<td>• Succession planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Changes in subordinates (e.g., job satisfaction and performance)</td>
<td>• Satisfaction and commitment (client’s subordinates)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Changes in customers satisfaction</td>
<td>• Customer satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Return on investment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

**Formative Evaluation Framework**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus of Assessment</th>
<th>Relevant Data Sources &amp; Methodologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Client</strong></td>
<td>• Client readiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Expectations about coaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Organizational support, goals, and climate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Attitude and skill assessment (client)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Expectations (client)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Organizational representatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coach</strong></td>
<td>• Coaching competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Expertise in coaching certain skills or in certain industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Experience, Certification (coach)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Background (coach)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Client-Coach Relationship</strong></td>
<td>• Rapport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Collaboration (e.g., degree of collaboration between client and coach in formulating development goals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Commitment (e.g., client effort toward goal achievement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Trust and confidentiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Self-report (coach, client)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coaching Process</strong></td>
<td>• Assessment (e.g., client’s receptivity to assessment results)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Challenge (e.g., number and quality of development goals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Support (e.g., provide client resources to facilitate goal achievement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ratings of client’s receptivity (coach)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Learning development plan (coach)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Perceptions of support (client)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3

*Coaching Evaluation Studies by Publication Type and Type of Coaching*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Type</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peer-reviewed</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non peer-reviewed</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference presentation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Percentages are based on total number of studies (*N* = 49).
Table 4
Evaluation Methodologies, Data Sources, and Experimental Controls used in Coaching Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Methodology</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-report</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subordinates</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superiors</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coach</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Analysis Approach</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpretational analysis</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive statistics</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferential statistics</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Design</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre/post comparison</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Percentages are based on total number of studies (N = 49).
Table 5
_Evaluation Criteria Assessed in Coaching Studies_

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trainee Reactions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction with coaching</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived coaching effectiveness</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cognitive Learning</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-awareness</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive flexibility</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affective Learning</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Efficacy</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job satisfaction</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Behavior</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of goal progress</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-report</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other-report</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement in key behaviors</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-report</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other-report</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Results</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Percentages are based on total number of studies (N = 49).